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CP Violation in the B Meson System and 
Prospects at an Asymmetric B Meson Factory 

R. Aleksan-, G.C. Branco', I. Dunietz', A. Gaidof, A. Pich s, and H. Steger1 

A B S T R A C T 
We present an overview of the expected phenomenology of CP violation in the B system. The prospects for 
observing CP-violating signals at an asymmetric B-Factory are analyjed. We discuss how these phenomena 
can be used to test the unitarity of the C&bibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawamatrix, and to either verify the Standard 
Model mechanism of CP violation or provide clear evidence for new physics. 

1 Introduction 
Symmetries are one of the most useful tools to elaborate theories in particle physics, although most of 
these symmetries are not preserved in Nature. Understanding why and now these violations occur allows 
one to powerfully discriminate between various hypothesis and is, in general, a seed for new ideas. Charge 
conjugation (C) and Parity (P) are known to be drastically violated [1] by the weak interactions since 1957, 
and observations of these violations have been made in many different systems. In contrast their product 
(CP), thought to be conserved until 1964, is only violated very slightly (— 2 x 10~3) in the decay of neutral 
kaoos [2]. Since then, no observation of this phenomenon has been seen in a different system. Therefore, we 
do not know yet whether it is a fundamental property of Nature or simply an accident proper to the neutral 
kaons. Is CP violation only due to the fact that the K* oscillates from the particle to its anti-particle, K", 
as proposed in the superweak model [3]? Or is it the weak interaction, responsible of the kaon decay and for 
which we have so far a consistent theory -the so-called Standard Model (SM) [4]-, which is the underlying 
origin of this phenomenon ? Getting an answer to these questions would be by itself sufficient to justify a 
large effort in this field during this decade. 

The issue gets even more spectacular if one considers that CP violation, as well as baryon number 
violation and C violation in an expanding universe (with deviations from thermal equilibrium), is an essential 
ingredient to generate the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) [5]. For a while, it was thought that 
the BAU could only be generated at the scale of the Grand Unification [6] (~ 10 l s " 1 6 CeV). In 1985 it 
was realized [7] that the electroweak phase transition could have dramatic consequences on any baryon 
asymmetry generated at higher temperature, and could even be at the origin of the observed number of 
baryon to photon ratio (n>/n .̂ — 10"*—10"10) through anomalous electroweak baryon-number violation [8]. 
Clearly such a possibility makes the study of the "Standard" scenario producing CP non-conservation at 
the electroweak scale [9], and for which we have definite predictions, extremely exciting. However, as today, 
it seems very difficult to produce large enough BAU in the minimal SU(2) x U(l) Standard Model with 
one scalar Higgs doublet [10], Verifying the description of CP violation by the SM is therefore of prime 
importance. 

Non conservation of the CP symmetry has been introduced in the SM in 1973 [9] by requiring three 
massless families of quark doublets before the spontaneous 51/(2) x (J(l) symmetry breaking by the Higgs 
mechanism [11]. After this phase transition, the remaining neutral Higgs particle allows one to generate a 
mass for each fermton through its Yukawa type coupling. The interaction Lagrangian is 

C-Yuk**» = - ( « i muk + 7 L mctft + /i.e.) ( 1 + ~ ) • t 1 ) 
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Here $ 0 stands for the scalar Higgs field and v is its value in the new vacuum. The quark fields u'L R and 
<?L R are the 3-component vectors in flavour space for the up- and down-type quarks respectively, 

"L.« = (-^r) 
v 4 ' ) 

(2) 

and m, m are 3 x 3 mass matrices of arbitrary complex numbers, the elements of which are rrtij ~ — Ts^ij 
and fhij = ~ 75?ij where Yij and Yy are the Yukawa coupling constants with i = u,c or t1 and j s d,* 
or o. Since m -.r.d rn are not diagonal, one needs to define the physical fermion fields UL,A — ^t ,« u t fi 
and dt,R = Vt,fl<ft fl where V^* and v\,n are unitary matrices. Writing (1) in terms of these new fields 
diagonalizes the mass matrices with m 0 = V^mV^ and rnrj = VtrhV^. The coupling of the physical quarks 
to the neutral Z preserves the observed absence of flavour-changing neutral current* (FCNC), while their 
coupling to the charged IV* introduces the mixing between families. The charged-current couplings are: 

Cw = ^= { s t y K ? v d t + 3 t7"w;v*u L } , (3) 

where V 3 Vt V̂  is an unitary 3 x 3 matrix called the quark-mixing or Cabibbo-Kobayaahi-Maskawa (CKM) 
matrix [9,12): 

V = V« V„ Vti 

V,t V„ V» 

<«> 

Obviously this picture can be extended to more than three families and could be valid (with massive neutri
nos) for the leptonic sector. 

We have briefly sketched how the CKM matrix is generated to outline its interconnection with the 
generation of the mass of the fermions. Unfortunately at present, there exists no obvious way to deduce 
the values of the elements of V from this mechanism and we are left (in the three generation case) with ten 
arbitrary parameters accounting for the mass and the mixing of the quarks. The most general expression 
of V can be derived from n(n - l)/2 mixing angles and (n - l)(n - 2)/2 phases where n is the number 
of fermion families; several equivalent representations can be found in the literature. With more than two 
families, the elements of V can be complex numbers which allow the possibility for generating CP violation 
through the interference of two diagrams involving different matrix elements. 

So far, with three families, the three mixing angles and the single phase are fundamental parameters of 
the theory. Attempts to connect these parameters to the quark masses have been proposed in the framework 
of particular models [13]. It is therefore very important to measure the matrix elements K, in order to probe 
the predicted relations and obtain some hints on the nature of the quark-mass matrices m and m. In the SM, 
however, the only informations that are available on V(J- are derived from the unitarity condition V*V = 1: 

v:dv„ + v;dvet + vt\vu 

v:.K> + Kv* + KV* = o. (5) 

v;»vw + vc\vei + vsyté = o. 
These relations can be visualized by triangles in a complex plane [14]. tn order to see how these triangles 
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look lik«, it is practical to use the so-called Wolfensteia approximate representation of V [15], 

" 2 

. AA»(1 - .,,) -AX* 

A\s(p-irj) 

A\2 

1 

+ €>(*<) , (6) 

where A = sinfo := 0.22, A - «infja/A1, p = sin0iacos£/(.4A3) and n = tin 9 is aia S/(AX3) (*y is the 
mixing angle between quarks t and j , and 6 the CP-vtolating phase, in the standard [16] parametrisation 
of the CKM matrix). The values of A, p and 17 are poorly measured but are in the range 0.7-1.1 for A and 
smaller than 0.5 for p and n. These values translate into very flat triangles for the two first equations in (5) 
while the third expression leads to the interesting possibility of having angles significantly different from 0 or 
1. Experimental verification of the consistency between the sides and the angles of this unitary triangle can 
therefore be envisaged and would be a very powerful test of the Standard Model. A closer look at the third 
relation in (5) shows that the sides of the triangle can be measured by studying B meson physics. Indeed VCh 
and V î can be obtained by measuring B decays into charmed and non-charmed mesons respectively while 
Vu is extracted from B*-B* mixing [17]. The angles a, 0 and 7 of the triangle are also directly connected 
to B physic* and can be in principle extracted from the measurements of CP violation in B decays a* it 
is emphasised in the present paper. To summarise this paragraph, we show in Fig. 1 the unitarity triangle 
together with the various topics in B physics that allow one to measure its rides and angles. Needless to 
say that measuring CP violation in the B sector is an inevitable challenge that experimentalists wilt have to 
face and, since it probes a totally unexplored field, could lead to very large surprises. 

B-̂ fvO.fvDV. 
B-»>DaV-

Bi-^K^DV. 

- > p 

Figure 1: The unitarity triangle 
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2 CP-violation mechanisms 

Any observable CP-violating effect is genetared by the interference between different amplitudes contributing 
to the same physical transition. This interference can occur either through B'-H* mixing or via final-state 
interactions, or by a combination of both effects [18]. 

2.1 Indirect CP violation 
The general formalism to describe mixing among the neutral B* and TF mesons is completely analogous to 
the one used in the kaon sector. Assuming CPT symmetry to hold, the 2 x 2 J5*-B* mixing matrix can be 
written as 

M 

where the diagonal elements M and V are real parameters. If CP were conserved, M12 and Tu would also 
be real. The physical eigenstates of M are 

M [M;, M )~*\ru r ) ' (7) 

\Bt)-
V W + I«P 

|p|fl')±,|B^l, 

1-e'a 
1 + fa \ , M , 2 -

(8) 

(9) 

Clearly if Ml2 and Tu were real, then qfp = 1 and |i?±) would be CF eigenstates. 
The departure ofp/q from unity could be measured, in principle, by looking to a CP-vtolating asymmetry 

in âavour-specific decays, i.e. decays to final states which can only be reached from an initial B* (or 3") 
but not from both. The most convenient example is given by the semileptonic decays 

The asymmetry between the number of J +f + and /"/* 
fifiX is easily found to be 

B'— rhX. (10) 

pairs produced in the processes e +e~ —* B°B~* — 

_ *(!-+<*•) - JV(M-) _ |p / , | ' - | , /p | ' . 
•-H(l+I*) + N(hl-) |p/,| 2 + |,/p|=~ *"'• (11) 

W 

u, c, t f |. u, c, t 

û,ô, T q 6 W q 

Figure 2: B°-B° mixing diagrams 

q u,c, t b 

» ? > 
wS fw 

Unfortunately, this A £ — 2 asymmetry is expected to be quite tiny in the Standard Model, because 
,Ar/AM| » \Ti7fMu\ « 1 {AM = MB. ~ M f l + , Ar = TB^ r f l J . This can be eaaUy understood, 
by looking to the relevant box diagrams contributing to the B°-B° transition (Fig. 2); the masc mixing is 



dominated by the top-quark graph, while the decay amplitudes get obviously its main contribution from the 
b — c transition. Thus, 

Mi, 2 m? £'(i , ) 

where [19] £'(*,) is a, slowly decreasing function of r, = mJ/AfJ, [£'(0) = 1, £'(1) = 3/4,£'(co) = 1/4]. 
From Eq. (9), one has then 

l!h l + 5li!r-|" i , l*'" ,= j' < 1 3 > 
IPl 2 ] M I Î | 

where 
* M = i 3 « . ; ^ . (14) 

The factor iind>&8=3 involves an additional GIM suppression, 

»„#„„« ._«_ r . / m ^__jj , ( 1 S ) 

implying a value of \<j/p\ very close to 1. Here, q = d,a denote the corresponding CKM matrix elements for 
Bt mesons. Therefore, one expects 

<r I 1 0 " 3 ™ ' MM 
<*st < { t (16) 

\ 10- 4 (Bf)-
The observation of an asymmetry Q$L a t the percent level, would then be a clear indication of new physics 
beyond the Standard Model. 

2.2 Direct CP violation 

When a final state / tags the beauty content (6 or 6) of a B meson, any observed difference in the rates 
B — f and its conjugate mode ~B — f indicates that CP violation directly originates from the weak 
interactions. Since at least two interfering amplitudes are needed to generate a CP-violating effect, let us 
write the amplitudes for the transition B -* f and B — f as 

A[B^f\ = j,iAf i e

i o' +g7M7t
io>, A f B ^ J l = a'-Wie*"' + ff'Mae'*', (17) 

where glt g7 denote the weak couplings, a), aj strong final-state phases (and/or strong phases between S-
and P-wave contributions in the case of b-baryon decays), and Mi, M% the moduli of the matrix elements. 
The rate difference is then proportional to 

H * —/I - r[B — 71 * / m ( j 7 ; f f 2 ) s i n ( a . - a j ) M i M 2 l (18) 

i.e. the two interfering amplitudes need to have different weak phases as well as different strong phases. 
Moreover, in order to get a sizeable asymmetry (rate difference / sum), the two amplitudes M\ and Mi 
should be of comparable size. These types of decays are often referred to as self-tagging modes. 

One example is the decay B~ -* K~p* which proceeds via a tree- and a penguin-diagram (Fig. 3), the 
weak coupling» of which are given by VuiV*t ss AX*(p-itj) and VtiVt*9 as -AX2, respectively*. Although the 
penguin contribution is of higher-order in the strong coupling, and suppressed by the loop factor 1 / (16T 3 ) , 
one could expect both amplitudes to be of comparable size, owing to the additional Aa suppression factor 
of the tree diagram. The needed strong-phase difference can be generated through the absorptive part of 
the penguin diagram, corresponding to on-shell intermediate particle rescattering [20]. Therefore, one could 
expect a sizeable asymmetry, provided the strong-phase difference is not too small. However, a very large 

"Since m*,mc « Mw • * rm nrflm ihr nniH umiir man —rrrT.~r~in ihr -ir iiH rti-nn prnfiin rnnîrirutirnT The*e 
two diafraxna then differ in their CKM («cton only, ted their turn ta tvfuUted by the aame CKM factor than the top-quark 
loop, due to the tecond unitarity relation in {5}-
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams contributing to B~ -* K~p° 

number of B± is required, because the branching ratio is quite suppressed (~ 10 - B ) . Other decay modes 
such as B~ —» K~ Ks, K~ K '* [21] involve the interference between penguin diagrams only and might show 
sizeable CP-violating uymmetries as well, but the corresponding branching fractions are expected to be 
even smaller than the previously discussed one. 

The two interfering amplitudes can also be generated through other mechanisms. For instance, one can 
have an interplay between two different cascade processes [22,23] like B~ -* D*X~ — KsYX~ and B~ —» 
D*X~ -* KsYX~. Another possibility would be an interference between two tree-diagrams corresponding 
to two different decay mechanisms like direct decay (spectator) and weak annihilation [24]. Note that, 
for all these flavour-specific decays, the necessary presence of strong phases makes very difficult to extract 
useful information on the CKM mixing factors from their measured CP asymmetries. Nevertheless, the 
experimental observation of a non-zero CP-violating asymmetry in any of these decay modes would be a 
major milestone in our understanding of CP-violation phenomena, as it would clearly establish the existence 
of direct CP violation in the decay amplitudes. 

The interpretation of a CP non-conserving effect in terms of the angles of the unitarity triangle may 
be better achieved by studying the charged B decays fl* -» D[7X

± [25], where X± is any state with the 
flavour of a K±, and D\7 denote the CP eigenstatea (D° ±l>s)l\/2. Let's consider the decay fl+ — D\K+, 
where the CP-even eigenstate D\ is identified by one of ita CP-even decay products1. There are two different 
amplitudes contributing to this process, which correspond to the transitions B+ —» D°K* and B+ —» *D°K'¥ 

(Fig. 4). At the quark level, they are associated with the decays 6 -* tics and b -+ "Sul, which have different 
CKM factors [V*êVCI ss AX3(p+ it)) and V*kVut =s A\3 respectively]. These two amplitudes can be separately 
identified by looking for events where the D" (£>") decays semileptonically; the flavour states D* and ~D* are 
distinguished by the charge of the final lepton. 

W 

S 

Figure 4: Feynman diagrams contributing to the B+ —» D°K+ and B+ —~5°K+ decays 

In the standard CKM parametrization the amplitudes of the three processes can be written in the form 

AD = A(B+ - D°K+) = Mal*' 7 *"*, (19) 

As s MB*-&K+) = ME!**1*, (20) 

' We neglect D°-TF mixing and CP violation in D decay*. 



Ao, = A{B+ - D\K*) = i (AD + Av), (21) 

where 6D and &fi are the corresponding final-state-interaction phases, and 7 is one of the weak angles of 
the unitarity triangle. The amplitudes of the charge-conjugated processes B~ -* D°K~, B~ -* D"K~ and 
B~ —» D°K~ (iîoi Â-ç and Âpt, respectively) are obtained from the A amplitudes by simply changing the 
sign of the CKM phase 7. Note that | ^ D I = |A^, \Â-g\ = \AD\, but \ADA£\AD,\ if 7 ^ 0 -

From the two triangle relations relating the B+ (B~) decays into D", 35* and D\7, one could obtain 
sin 7 up to a four-fold ambiguity [25] (the ambiguity, which is due to the presence of final-state interactions, 
could be eliminated, in principle, by studying different processes with the same -weak phases). However, one 
expects |A(B+ — D*K+)\ « \A(,B* — D*K+)\, because the first amplitude is colour suppressed while 
the second one is not. 

The self-tagging decays BJj -* D^^K*0 could perhaps provide a better way to extract 7 [26] by deducing 
the beauty flavour from the decay K*" —*• K+x~. The analysis proceeds then as in the B± case, but this time 
the two interfering amplitudes (flj -* D*K*° and B$ -* D*K**) are likely to have comparable magnitudes 
with branching fractions of the order of 10~5. 

Another place for studying direct CP violation are decays of bottom baryons [27,28], and a somewhat 
similar analysis may be performed (28). CP violation can show up as a rate asymmetry and in various decay 
parameters. For instance, the decay 1/2 — 1/2 + 0 (like A» — AÏF) involves, in addition to the partial 
decay rate T, the three decay parameters a, B, 7, that characterize the angular distribution in the rest frame 
of the decaying particle. If barred quantities describe the charge-conjugated process, then CP invariance 
requires f = T, a = -or, $ = -0 and 7 = 7 . Neither tagging nor time-dependence are required to observe 
CP violation with modes of baryoos, in contrast to B° modes that involve mixing. One has to bear in mind 
that part of the mentioned observables need spin-polarization of the initial state in order to show the effect. 
Sizeable CP effects ire expected in modes involving a D", which is seen in a final state that can also be fed 
from a /?•; six related processes, such as A| -» AD", A* — AD", A* —• ADJ>2 and their charge conjugated 
counterparts, could be used to extract the angle 7. In [28], it is predicted that Br(A| — AD") ~ 10~ s, thus 
flr(Af -* ADJ 2 ) *- 10"7. Under favourable circumstances CP asymmetries are estimated to occur at the 
few tens of percent level. Table 1 gives a few examples of b-baryon decays wt\ estimated branching ratios 
at the 10""s to 10"6 level, with large detection efficiencies and potentially large CP-violating effects. 

Injlavour non-specific decays of the neutral B mesons (i.e. those final states which are common to 8° 
and B° decays), one needs to know the flavour of the original B meson in order to study CP-violating rate 
asymmetries. However, there are some signals of CP violation which do not require flavour identification. 
These involve CP-odd energy asymmetries in the sum of all B° and ~B° events [29]. For instance, in the decay 
B\ — Ks*+*~, the distribution in the x + r ~ energies (the Dalitz-plot distribution) need not be symmetric 
under exchange of y+ and x~. There will in general be an energy asymmetry of the form [29] 

r(B5-A"s»+T") = a + HE+~E-), rCB3 —fts*1-*-) = *+ *(£+-£_), (22) 

where a, b, à and b are symmetrî: functions of the energies. CP invariance requires à = a, 6 = — b, so 
that there is no energy asymmetry left if one sums together all / C S T + T ~ events (provided there is an equal 
number of BJ and B\ in the initial state). Therefore, the measurement of a net energy asymmetry in the sum 
of all B\ and ~B~% events would be a signal of CP violation. Such an effect could originate, in principle, from 
both indirect and direct CP violation. As discussed in the previous section, however, the mixing-induced 
asymmetry is expected to be very small in the Standard Model; thus, this Dalitz-plot asymmetry should be 
a direct CP-violation effect, requiring two interfering amplitudes with different weak and strong phases. The 
decays flj - • K s * + x " and B° —» ^* + r~ seem to be the most promising ones, since they proceed through 
the b —* utis mechanism, where the penguin amplitude is relatively enhanced with respect to the direct tree 
contribution. 

2.3 Interplay between mixing and direct CP violation 

There are quite a few non-leptonic final states which are reachable both from a B" and a B". For these 
flavour non-specific decays the B* (or B°) can decay directly to the given final state / , or do it after the 
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Quark-subprocess Examples for exclusive modes 

b — dec HJ - \J/* 

b — sûu Ai -*p/C'",Air,',Ap*,Aw, 

E^ — AK ,~,E~sr*,S~p° lE-w 1 

n^ —n-i'.n-p'.n-u 

6 —* dûu Ai— pt-,pp-,pa;, 

EJ — A»',A(j»,Au,pK—, 

EJ" — AT~, Ap'.AaJ". 

fi^ — S"ir",E-/)',E"w,AK --

b —» dss Ai —* A/Cs,AK"*, 

= J - A * , = - / T + , 

s ; - . s - K S l s - K " , 

nr -""^s , f i" f "•.="# 
6 — sss Ai —A^.S-K- 1-, 

= ; - n - K - + 

t —j3d =; - AKs.AK^.E-i+.E-p+.S-af 

6 — 1(7 SJ-A7, 

n , - -H-7 
6 - dl+r EJ - Al+I-

np - H-i+i-

Table 1: Examples of exclusive modes of bottom baryons with potentially large CP-violating effects. Col
umn 1 shows the underlying quark-subprocess for the exclusive modes. 

meson has been changed to its antiparticle via the mixing process; i.e. there are two different amplitudes, 
A{B" —* / ) and A{B° —• B* —* / ) , corresponding to two possible decay paths. CP-violating «fleets can then 
result from the interference of these two contributions. 

B°-B~° mixing implies that a state which was originally produced as a B° or a B" will not develop in 
time in a purely exponential fashion: 

( |B°(0) \ ( 5.(1) Jft(«) \ / IB") \ 

l Fc» ) \ ;*»«) 9.W ) \ m I 
govern the time evolution of the physical states, a 

( »•«) ) =c-M.e-r,/2 ( «*!(AM-JAr)</2] \ 

\ m ( « ) / \ i s i n [ ( A M - i A r ) ( / 2 l j ' 

The functions Si,a(0. which govern the time evolution of the physical states, are given by 

(23) 

(24) 

Since for B° mesons |Ar/AAf | « 1, we will neglect the tiny Ar corrections in what follows. 
The time-dependent decay probabilities for the decay of a neutral B meson created at the time io = 0 as 



a pure B" (B°) into the final state / (/) are 

r [ B » ( l ) - / l oc i « - r ' M / | ' | [ l + ^ | > ] + [ l - | p y | I ] e o . ( A W < ) - a / n i ^ y ) . i n ( A M I ) } . (25) 

r [ / F ( ! ) - / l « i e - r i | Â / | J | [ l + | < . / | 1 ] + [ l - | ( . / ! 1 ] c o , ( A W I ) - 2 ; m ( S ^ 3 i n ( A M ( ) | , (26) 

where we have introduced the notation 

A, = A[B* - / ] , A, = A[& -+ / ] . p, = A,/Att 

Af = A[B< - / ] , Àf=A{&~* / ] . p/ = Af/Âf. 

CP invariance demands the probabilities of CP conjugate processes to be identical. Thus, CP conservation 
requires Af = Af, Af=A/,pf= pf and Im{ Jp/) = /m(Jp/). Violation of any of the first three equalities 
would be a signal of direct CP violation. The fourth equality testa CP violation generated by the interference 
of the direct decay B* -* f and the mixing-induced decay B" — B* —* f. 

Note that in order to be able to observe any CP-violating asymmetry, one needs to distinguish between 
B* and ~B~* decays. However, • final state / that is common to both B* and 8~* decays cannot reveal by itself 
whether it came from a B* or a ~B*. Therefore, one needs independent information on the flavour identity 
of tbe decaying neutral B meson; this is referred to as "flavour tagging". Since beauty hadrons are always 
produced in pairs, one can use for instance the flavour-specific decays of one B to "tag" the flavour of the 
companion B, 

t.S. I Decaga to CP self-conjugate final states 

An obvious example of final states / which can be reached both from the B* and the B° are CP eigenstates, 
i.e. states such that / = r)jf [rjj ~ ±1). The ratios pf and pf depend in genera) on the underlying 
strong di.»-Tnics. However, for CP self-conjugate final states, all dependence on the strong interaction 
disappears [22,23] if only one weak amplitude contributes to the B° — land B* — / transitions In this 
case, we can write the decay amplitude as Af = Mc**t>e'i', where M ~ Af', $D is the phase of the weak 
decay amplitude and 6, is the strong phase associated with final-state interactions. It is easy to check that 
the ratios pj and pf are then given by {Af = Afrç/e'*°e'*', kf = Mr}fe~'*Dett,

t Af = Afe~**De*1') 

p , = 3 =»,**•» . (28) 

The unwanted effect of final-state interactions cancels out completely from these two ratios. Moreover, pf 
and Pf simplify in this case to a single weak phase, associated with the underlying weak quark transition. 

Since \pf\ — \pj\ — 1, the time-dependent decay probabilities given in Eq*. (25) and (26) become 
much simpler. In particular, there is no longer any dependence on cos(AAfi)- Moreover, for B mesons 
llWAfia] « 1, implying 

Here q = dts stands for B\t Bf. In deriving this relation we have used the fact that M\2 is dominated by 
the top contribution, due to the quadratic dependence with the mass of the quark running along the internal 
lines of the box diagram. Therefore, the mixing ratio qfp is also given by a known weak phase 

{ 0 (S3), V d h (30) 

o (B;J, 
and the coefficients of the sinusoidal terms in tbe time-dependent decay amplitudes are then fully known in 
terms of CKM mixing angles only 

Imt^pfj a -Im(lp,) et n, sin [2(*« + 4D)\ = if; «in (24). (31) 
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The time-dependent decay rates (Fig. 5) arc finally given by 

r [ f l ° ( ( ) - / l = r [ B , > - / ] c - r i { l - | - t , / a i n ( 2 ^ ) s i n ( A M 0 } , (32) 
r fBfy)—/! = r [ 5 ? - / > - r , { t - n y a i n ( 2 * ) s i n ( A M 0 ) . (33) 

In this ideal case, the time-dependent CP-violating decay asymmetry 

r[B»(()-/! + r(Bï(«)-/] ' v 

provides a direct and clean measurement of the CKM parameters [30]. Integrating over all decay times yields 

J^dtVlB' it)J}\ oc i T i ï / a i n t » ) ! ^ , (35) 

where x = AM/T. For BJJ mesons, ** = 0-69 ± 0 0? [31]; thus, the mixing term xj/( l + i j ) suppresses 
the observable asymmetry by a factor of about two. For B\ mesons, one expects xt ~ «tf|Vtp|V|fi4|a ~ 
r*/{Aa[(l - p)1 + na)} » xj, and therefore the large Bf-TSf mixing would lead to a huge dilution of 
the CP asymmetry. The measurement of the time-dependence is then a crucial requirement for observing 
CP-violating asymmetries with B* mesons. 

In e + e~ machines, running near the B°~B~* production threshold, there is ta additional complication 
coming from the fact that the B meson used to "tag" the flavour is also a neutral one, and therefore 
both mesons oscillate. Moreover, the B*5* pair is produced in a coherent quantum state v/hich is a C 
eigenatate (C-odd in e +e~ -* B*B°, C-even in e +e~ -• B"B°y). Taking that into account, the observable 
time-dependent asymmetry takes the form 

r [ ( B » ^ ) c = T - / + ( / - B 1 X + ) ] + r [ ( f l ' B » ) c - . / + ( | t „ X - ) ] " ' /»"(2*)™lAM((q=<)]. (36) 

where the B flavour has been assumed to be "tagged" through the semileptonic decay, and t (t) denotes the 
time of decay into/( /*) . Note that for C = —1 the caymmetry vanishes if t and (are treated symmetrically. 
A measurement of at least the sign of Ai H t - t is necessary to detect CP violation in this case. 

We have assumed up to now that there is only one amplitude contributing to the given decay process. 
Unfortunately, this is ueu&Hy not the case. If several decay amplitudes with different weak and strong phases 
contribute, \pj\ j£ 1, and the interference term will depend both on the CKM mixing parameters and on the 
strong dynamics embodied in the ratio pj. 

The leading contributions to 6 -+ ^tfq decay amplitudes are either "direct" (Fermi) or generated by 
gluon exchange ("penguin"). Although of higher order in the strong coupling constant, penguin amplitudes 
are logarithmically enhanced, due to the virtual W-loop, and are potentially competitive. Table 2 contains 
the CKM factors associated with the direct and penguin diagrams for different B-decay modes into CP-
eigenstate*. The ï —* ces quark decays are theoretically unambiguous [32]: the direct and penguin amplitudes 
have the same weak phase 4M — 0 (0), for B% (£?). Ditto for ï -* Is? and Ï — 3dï, where only the penguin 
mechanism is possible. The same is true for the Crbibbo-suppressed b —• ltd mode, which only gets 
contribution from the penguin diagram; the B\ (B°) phases are 0 (-/?) in this case. The £ — 2c3 and 
6 —* Hud decay modes are not so simple, the two decay mechanisms have the same Cabibbo suppression 
(A3) and different weak phases, but the penguin amplitudes are down by (a,/6ir)ln(mn'/m t) RJ 3%: these 
decay modes can be used as approximate measurements of the angles of the unitarity triangle. We have not 
considered doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay amplitudes, such as 6 —* uus, for which penguin effects can be 
important and spoil the simple estimates bssed on the direct decay mechanism. 

Presumably the most realistic channels for the measurement of the angles * = (0, a, 7) areflj —-J/V^s, 
BJ -+ * + » ~ (0+7 = * - a, using the unitarity of the CKM matrix) and Bf —* p'Ks, respectively. The first 
of these processes is no doubt the one with the cleanest signature and the most tractable background. The 
last process has the disadvantage of requiring a £? meson and, moreover, its branching ratio is expected to be 
very small because the "direct" decay amplitude is colour suppressed, leading presumably to a much larger 
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Decay mode CKM factor 

(Direct decay) 

CKM factor 

(Penguin) 

Exclusive channels * 

b —* ces AX' -AX' B 5 - . 7 / ^ s , J / v > A - t 

0 

b —* S~SS - -AX' B | -* Ks4, KL$ P 
b^ddl - -AX' B° — KsKsi KLKL 0 

b~ ~-ccd -AX' AX'(\-p-i^) BS~D+D-,JMT' 

B; - JHiKs, J/<I>KL 

*=p 

0 

b—• ûurf AXHp + ii,) AX3(l-p->v) B\ ->x+*-,p°ir',ù)T° 

B'. ->p'Ks,uKs,*°Ks , 

p°KL,wKL,T°Ki. 

M0 + 7 

ï-*3Sd - AX'il-p-i-,) B\ —• KsKs, KiKt 

B\ —• Ks$> KL$ 

0 

- 0 

Table 2: CKM factors and relevant angle * for some B-decays into CP-eigenstates. 

penguin contamination; thus, the determination of y, through this decay mode looks a quite formidable task. 
Alternative ways of measuring y will be discussed later. 

The decay modes where 4 = 0 are useless for making a determination of the angles of the unitarity 
triangle. However, they provide a very interesting test of the Standard Model mechanism of CP-viotation, 
because the prediction that no CP-asymmetry should be seen for these modes is very clean. Any detected 
CP-violatiag signal would be a clear indication of new physics. 

In Table 2 we have not included final states with two spin-1 particles because their associated asymmetries 
do not provide directly any information on the weak CP phase. Although the decay mode Bj — J/yJfK'0, for 
instance, proceeds through the same quark diagrams as the B\ —* J($Ks one, the K*°, and hence Jji>K '", 
is not a CP-eigenstate. Furthermore, the final state J/&K" contains several partial waves of varying CP 
parities, so that even if K'° were a CP eigenstate, this final state still would not be. Nevertheless, since spin-1 
particles are unstable, one can obtain spin information - and therefore some handl - on the CP properties 
of the final state - by looking to the angular distribution of their decay products (33]. One can select 
the CP = + component of the K'*, JY+°, through its decay into Ks*a; the helicity (0,0) configuration of 
the J/i/fK^ final state is a pure CP eigenstate, which can be disentangled from the others by î->oking to 
the angular distribution of the emerging Ks*° in the K'° rest frame [33]. In this way, the deca.. modes 
BJ —* Jf<t>K"',y>'Ks and if/'K"' could also become useful for increasing the statistical significance of the 
measurement of the angle 0. Several angular-correlation techniques to separate the different CP contributions 
arising from different helicity terms have been discussed in ref. [34j. Nevertheless, to carry out an accurate 
angular analysis, one needs a much larger data sample than the one required for the true CP self-conjugate 
modes. Obviously such an analysis would not be necessary if the (0,0) helicity state were to dominate; at 
present, there exist some experimental evidence [35] indicating that this is indeed the case for J/tpK"*. A 
detailed study of B —* VV modes can be found in refs. [36]. 

£.3.2 Decays to CP setf-conjugate collections of quarks 

The expected number of events in the so-called gold-platted channels discussed before is not very large. It 
is therefore very important to enlarge the range of usable decay modes. In order to get a targe CP-violating 
effect, the magnitudes of the interfering B° and B" decay amplitudes Aj and Â; should be of comparable 
sire, i.e. \pf\ ss 1. 
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Figure 5: Decay probabilities for B\ -*• *+*' as Figure 6: Decay probabilities for Bi - t ^ r ' u a 
a function of the proper time. function of the proper time. 

Let's consider as Bnal state / a pair of mesons a) and â s , which differ in Jpc or mass, so that a\à% 
is not a CP eigenstate, but such that at the quark level OI5Î = (ft9y)(ât?>)i *° t n a t / u made up of a 
CP self-conjugate collection of quarks snd antiquaries (for example / - D*+D~, p+5r", •••). It has been 
argued [37] that in this case / is sufficiently close to being a CP eigenstate for CP-violating effects to be 
large. The CP-aelf-conjugacy of the quark content has the consequence that for each diagram contributing 
to B* -+ aiâa there is a related one for ~B~* -* oiâj, which is just the CP conjugate of the B" —• oiâ 3 

diagram except for the way in which the final quarks are joined up to make hadrons. One could expect 
then both diagrams to be of comparable size. If in addition some single diagram dominates Aj, then its 
"almost-CP-conjugate" partner is expected to dominate Â/, and the amplitudes for these two decays should 
be of comparable size, as desired. 

In such situation, we would have Af = Me'^e'** and Àj = Afe""'*»*'*', with 4>'o = 6D and M'fM ~ 
0(1). Therefore, 

\P/\ = IP/I 

•w -

• ~ 0(1), 

sin ( 2 * + A4,), 

a in(2*-A«,) , 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

where • = 4>u + $p and AS, ~ h't — St. _ 
The three unknown quantities M'/M, S = sir. (2* + AS,) and S = sin(2* - AS,) can be experimentally 

extracted from the measured shapes of the time-dependent decay rates (Fig. 6). One could then determine 
the phase • , up to a four-fold ambiguity, using: 

3(2*)=^[l + 53±^(l-S^)(l-?2)J. (40) 

Here, one of the signs on the right-hand side gives the true sin 2 (2$), while the other corresponds to 
cos 3(A£,). In order to solve this ambiguity one clearly needs some information about the final-state-
interaction phases. Nevertheless, one could always use other decay modes (such as CP eigenstatea) which 
yield perhaps a leas precise but unambiguous value for sin2 (2$). The additional information provided by 
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the B* —• aiôj decay mode would allow then to improve the accuracy of the * determination. Tor instance, 
the final states x + /)~, *~p+, x + o f and x'aj - could be useful to improve the information on the angle a, 
obtained through the x + x~ mode. 

The method described above can be generalized to final states that are not made up of a CP self-conjugate 
collection of quarks and antiquarks. It is in fact sufficient to have final states in which the quark content 
can be reached either from a fl* or aE* [38]. The final states DfK^'^ or D^K* made up of the quarks 
(&)(us) and (cï)(û*) produced in tbe B*(5*) are good examples. It is interesting to note that for these 
particular final states, there exists no contributions from penguin diagrams and that the dominant spectator 
diagrams involve * —» c and i - » t i transitions. Furthermore it has been estimated that \pj\ = \pf\ ~ 0(1/2) 

allowing one to extract sin 3 7, since Im (*pA w |/y|«in(*r + A£ () and /m \ip/) a* -|£/|sin(7 —Ai,). 

t.S.S Elimination of penguin uncertainlie» through ÛMsm tnstyits 

In principle, it should be possible to disentangle the effects of the "direct" and "penguin" contributions to 
the B —» wx modes, by using a standard isospin analysis [39], in complete analogy with the textbook case of 
K — if it. Due to Bose statistics, the final xx state can have only / = 0 or / = 2. While the QCD-corrected 
left-handed four-fermion terms of the low-energy A 0 = 1 Hamiltonian (i.e. the "direct" terms) can lead 
to both isospin final states, only the / = 0 configuration can be reached through the "penguin" operator. 
Moreover, the x+x* final state has 1 = 2 and therefore does not suffer from any "penguin" contamination. 
Writing the amplitudes for B% -* x + x ~ , flj -*• **** and B + -» x + x° (A"*", A" and A+', respectively) in 
terms of the two isospin transitions Ao and A3 [A+~ = %/2(J4J - AQ), AOC = 2A3 + AQ, J4 +" = 3As], one 
gets the complex triangle relation 

4 = A + - + A" = A +°. (41) 
v2 

There is a similar triangle relation for the charged conjugate processes: 

-LÂ+'+Â*0 = Â'°. (42) 

Here, À*~, Âm* andÂ~° denote the amplitudes for the processes B* -* x + x ' . S 7 - * x*x* and B~ —• x~x°, 
respectively. The 4 amplitudes are obtained from the A amplitudes by simply changing the sign of the CKM 
phases (the strong phases remain the same). Obviously, \A~*\ = \A+*\, because there is only a single CKM 
phase (the one corresponding to the "direct" transition) in the 7 = 2 amplitude. 

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are in principle obtainable experimentally. The 3 + —* x + x* 
branching ratio directly determines A+*, while for the neutral-decay amplitudes it is necessary to measure 
the time dependence of the decays into x + x ~ and x"x* of both B* and TF. From the coefficients of tbe 
constant and co*(AM() terms [see Eqs. (25) and (26)], it is possible to extract \A+~\, \A+~\, |A") and 
tf-|. 

Due to the existence of two different isospin amplitudes, with different CKM phases, the coefficients of 
the sin ( AAf 1) terms are no longer given by the simple relation (31). One has instead: 

Im (ip+.) * -Im ( ? „ . ) a, Im { . - (1=1)} , (43) 

where 2 = A0/A3 and r = A\/A2- In the limit in which penguin effects are neglected, z = x, and Eq. (31) 
is recovered. 

The magnitude of [Ai[ = |Âj| is obtained directly from \A+°\. Simple geometrical considerations allow 
one to obtain |A»| and eostf, where 0 is the relative phase between Ao and A3, from tbe triangle (41). 
|4o| and coal? axe similarly obtained from the triangle (42). Therefore, both z and I can be determined 
up to a two-fold ambiguity in the sign (of each) of their phases. This leaves a four-fold ambiguity in the 



determination of sin 2a from any one of the two Eqs. (43) and (44). Combining both equations, however, 
sin 2a is unambiguously determined, except in the very special cases in which some of the ambiguities overlap 
(in such cases a two-fold ambiguity would remain). 

The experimental implementation of this kind of analysis is by no means trivial and is discussed in the 
next section. Indeed, if colour suppression holds, one expects the branching ratio of B\ — T*V* to be 
about one order of magnitude smaller than that of B} -* ir+r". Nevertheless, if such a suppression is 
experimentally verified, it would give further support to the naïve expectation that the penguin contribution 
is small. 

The isospin analysis has also been applied [40] to other decay modes (B -» *K, xp, ...). However, since 
the number of relevant îsoapin amplitudes is usually larger than three, one encounters too many ambiguities 
in relating an asymmetry to a weak phase. The usefulness of such analysis is then rather doubtful. 

$.9.4 B -» Dfi3JC étais 

An analysts similar to the one discussed in Section 2.2 for the transition B* -+ D[K+ can be carried out 
using the decay BJ -» D\Ks [41]. Two different amplitudea of comparable magnitudes contribute to this 
process, corresponding to the transitions B\ -* D*Ks «id B\ -* TFKs, with the aune CKM factors than 
£+ — D*K+ and B+ — D*K+. However a slight complication arises from the fact that both S* and B' 
may decay into DJ/fj. 

This difficulty is overcome by measuring the time-dependence of the corresponding B} and 2SJ decay 
rates. One can then determine the magnitudes of the six amplitudes \Ap\, \A-g\, \Aot\> \Âp\, \A-p\ and 
\ADA [see Eqs. (19) to (21)]. Thus, one could test the predicted absence of direct CP violation in the 
B\ ~+ D°Ks and B\ -* ~D°KS decays, and try to get a direct CP-violation signal in the B\ -» D'Ks mode. 
Furthermore, these same measurements will also determine the coefficients of the sin (AMt) terms: 

JdE[« i i (20 + T + A), (45) 
l«Dl 

(46) 

/ m ( ï « ; | « - 5 r J i - l î ( |A B | , «i iV+M 1 , |
, 5i i i20»+T) 

Ï\AD,P 

+|Ao||A s |[.in(2/J + T + A) + .m(W + 7 - A ) ] } , (47) 

where A = 6D — 6$. 
An equation similar to the one in (21) describes a complex triangle relation, from which the angle between 

AD and Ay can be obUined: cos (7 + A) = (2 |A D l | ' - \ADf - \A^) / (2| AB\\ Ajr I) = C. A similar triangle 
relation for the charged-conjugated processes determines C S cos (7 — A). In addition, from Eqs. (45) and 
(46) one gets the two quantities 5 = sin (2? + 7 + A) and 5 = sin (20 + 7 - A). With this information, it 
is possible to obtain the values of sin 20 and sin 2(0 + 7) : 

- " = "ws'-***' ( 4 8 > 
• " ^ = %îs~-%*- < 4 9 > 

From the unitarity triangle one has sin 2(0 + 7) = —sin2a. Therefore this determines sin2a and sin 20. The 
additional information in (4?) can be used as a consutency check, or to solve the possible ambiguities [41] 
arising in the unlikely cases when one or both of the denominators in Eqs. (48) and (49) vanish. 

The same kind of study can be performed with the CP-odd state D\. Although this does not provide any 
new information concerning the unitarity angles, the statistics would be increased. Furthermore, instead of 
a Ks one could equally well use the state K+x~ (/T~ *••"). In fact, the method could be used (in principle) 
inclusively, i.e. it could be applied to the decays B} — D*X, B\ -* D*X and flj — D*X1X, where X is any 
state with the flavour quantum number of a K". 
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The third angle 7 could be obtained by doing the same type of analysis for the decays B°t — D°4, 
B° — D°4> and fl° -• D\<t>. The only difference items from the mixing phase 4>M\ thus, taking 0 — 0, 
all previous equations can be also applied to these processes. Both sin 27 and cos 27 can be, in principle, 
determined in this way. 

Decays like B\ — D\x°', D\p°,... are in principle similar to the B% —» D°Ks one: there are two 
possible amplitudes, corresponding to the J9£ —* D°r* and B% —* ~B°TD transitions. However, the CKM 
factors associated with these two transitions are very different. While the first amplitude is doubly Cabibbo 
suppressed [V^Vcé fa_-AXi(p + it))], the second one is Cabibbo allowed [V£Vud « AX7]; thus, \A{B$ — 
D°*')\ « \A{Bl — D*K*)\. If the BJ — £>"»" amplitude is neglected, the transition B£ — Df»* becomes 
another example of decay into a CP-selfconjugate final state dominated by a single amplitude [42]. The 
formulae in Section 2.3.1 applies then to this process, with $ — 0. 

3 Experimental possibilities at an asymmetric e+e~ B factory 

3.1 TypicaJ detector description 
Many designs of detectors dedicated to B physics have been studied during the past few years [43-46], 
Although optimized for the observation of CP-violation, all proposed detectors are trying to be as universal 
as possible in order to explore a wide range of physics with B mesons. In this paper we will essentially refer 
to the HELENA proposal [45], done in parallel with these ECFA-group studies. The general layout and 
the individual components of a detector for an e +e~ collider benefits from years of experience. In particular 
ARGUS [47] at DESY and CLEO [48] at CORNELL are good examples of detectors designed for B physics. 
They are now classical and their performances can be improved, thanks to the developments in technology. 
The fundamental difference at an asymmetric B factory is the extension of the apparatus in the direction of 
the high energy beam (Fig. 7), to take into account the Lorentz boost of the center of mass system. For a 
9.33 GeV by 3.0 GeV collider, the boost will be yff =s 0.6 corresponding to an average flight path of about 
230 pm for the B mesons created from the T(4S) resonance. From the interaction region to the outside, the 
active components of the detector are a silicon micro-strip device, a central drift chamber, a Ring Imaging 
Cherenkov (RICH) counter, an electromagnetic calorimeter and muon chambers. With the exception of the 
latter, all components are immersed in a uniform magnetic field of IT. 

• Vertex detector. The main goal of this device is to measure the B flight distance by identifying the 
decay vertex position. A good vertex reconstruction will further constraint the momentum determina
tion and improve the background rejection. The various vertices are reconstructed with three layers of 
double-sided silicon strip detectors located at a radial distance from the interaction point ranging from 
27 to 80 mm and covering polar angles S from 12° to 150*. The intrinsic resolution is 10 ftm in both 
the longitudinal and transverse directions. The silicon detector represents (O.85/sin0)% of radiation 
length in the barrel region. 

• Central tracking Chamber. The requirement of a high momentum resolution in a 1 Tesla magnetic 
field fixei the radial dimension of the tracking device to 1m. Its ellipsoidal shape is such that 0.5% on 
Cpfp1 can be achieved for high energy particles. The active volume filled with propane is enclosed in 
two cylinders of 13 and 104 cm, closed by truncated cones, covering 94.5% of the total solid angle in 
the cm frame. The chamber consists of 46 layers of stereo cells. Tracks with Pt > 50 MeV/c having 
an opening angle relative to the beam direction of $ > 200 mrad and originating from a small volume 
around the interaction point will be detected with full efficiency. The spatial resolution is an average 
120/im in the direction perpendicular to the beams and 1.5 mm along the beam. Particle identification 
is made by the dE/dx measurement with a resolution of 4.4% ii> the worse case (hadrons case). This 
corresponds to at least ACT separation for T/K below 800 MeV/c and more than 2a in the relativistic 
region. In the radial and forward direction, the material seen by parti les amounts for 3.5% to 5.5% 
radiation length, depending on the polar angle. In the backward direction (23% of 4i) , the material 
corresponds to 0.24 Xo-
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Figure 7: Cross section of the detector (r,z view) 

• RICH. For B physics, the identification of the particles over a wide range of momentum is crucial. The 
aim is to separate pions, kaons and protons issued in the B decays up to the kinemattcal limit (about 
4.8 GeV/c for pions momentum). À good separation of electrons relative to pions is also requested at 
low momenta. The proposed RICH device will be located behind the tracking chamber, between 1 m 
and 1.2 m. It uses a CçFn liquid radiator and Csl photocathodes. The identification threshold will 
be 0-18, 0.62 and 1.18 GeV/c for pions, kaons and protons respectively. More than &r separation U 
expected between high momentum hadrons and also between leptoru and pions with P < 1 GeV/c. 
One may note that the RICH option is the more delicate part of the detector as experience with 
this technique is still very limited and needs more R&D. An alternative but less performing device is 
pursued using a TOF with 60 ps of time resolution. The total amount of materia) of the RICH detector 
is 0.162 X 0. 

• The electromagnetic calorimeter. In B decays 5 photons are produced on average. The measure
ment of their energy and direction is necessary with comparable precision as for charged particles. The 
calorimeter will be made of Csl cristals with a cross section of 5 x 5 cm 3 and a depth of 39 cm (21 Xo). 
allowing a good spacial resolution. It will detect photons of more than 20 MeV with a resolution 

f=^7py. .so, 
The resolution for electrons will be poorer at an energy less than 1 GeV and better at higher energy. 

• MUOD chambers. Muons will be detected using two layers (3 in the forward direction) of chambers 
radially poaitionned at 3-2 m and 3.5 m from the beams behind the iron absorber used as the return 
yoke for the magnet. The forward chambers are placed from 4.0 m to 4.7 m. Each chamber consista 
of double layer drift tubes for which the spacial resolution will be about 15 mm in the direction 
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perpendicular to the wires and about 28 mm along the wire. Only muons of more than 1 GeV/c will 
reach the chambers. 

3.2 Experimental techniques 

The main goal of a B Factory is to measure CP violation and test the CKM anaazt of the Standard Modsi 
through the measurements of the angles of the unitarity triangle. One of the moat promUing waya to 
measure CP violation in the b sector is to study B mesons decaying into CP eigenstates fcp- This require 
the measurement of the time dependent decay probability and the identification of the nature of the decaying 
B. At the T{4S), tagging one B as a B" or B° will sign the other with certainty. 

S.t.i Tajytnf methods 

Two methods bave been used in our studies. The first one relies on the aenùleptonic B meson decays, the 
second uses charged kaona from the main cascade 6 — e -» *. The positive charged particles tag B*, whereas 
the negative ones tag B*. 

• High momentum lepton tagging. Here we exploit the 21% branching fraction of the B mesons 
decaying in an electron or a muon. The following criteria are required: 

1. In the T(4S) rest frame, the track momentum must be greater than 1.4 GeV/c. 

2. The track seen in the central chamber has to be associated with an electromagnetic cluster (elec
trons) or hits in the muon chambers (muons). The electron (muon) is also identified whenever 
possible by its energy loss in the central chamber. 

3. The event is kept if there is only one lepton canditate. 

Such a procedure has been followed in a study, the aim of which was to probe penguin contribution in 
BJ -* I + T ~ [49). A 11% tagging efficiency with a wrong sign-tag of " 4% ha* been found. This result 
is in agreement with other studies [44,45]. 

One may note other attempts using low momentum leptons [44], in combination with missing momen
tum. However a higher wrong Bign-tag of about 20% is found. Such a method could be used in the 
detector discussed above since the performance of the RICH is expected to discriminate electrons from 
pions with P < 1.6 GeV/c and from muons with P < 1.2 GeV/c with 3<r separation. Muons of less 
than 1 GeV/c momentum could also be separated from pions. 

• Kaon tag. Charged kaons are identified using dE/dx alone for low momentum particles (P < 0.4 
GeV/c). For higher momemtum dE/dx is used in combination with the RICH. Events with either one 
or two like sign identified kaons are used. 

In the T + » ~ study mentioned above, a 38 % efficiency with 10% wrong tag is found. This result agrees 
with similar studies [44]. All tagging efficiencies are detailed in Table 3 together with the the wrong 
tagging probability. These results are extracted from [49]. 

Up to now one cannot envisage to use fully reconstruct B mesons for tagging purpose due to the very 
small efficiency ("- 0.1%). However partial reconstruction can be used as shown in a study made for the 
CESR-B project [44]. Final states of the kind (D)ni- for which the missing particle is a D+ or a D*+ meson 
and where the detected particles are pions have been considered. Despite the lack of knowledge on most of 
the B decay modes, a sizeable efficiency of about 9% may be achieved with a very low contamination from 
wrong tag (1%). This tagging method has to be further investigated. 

S-S.g &t mtûâUTtment 

The B~B system issued from the T(4S) decay is produced in a coherent state. The B decay probabilities 
depend on the time difference between the decays of the two fl's. Since B mesons are almost produced at rest 
in the center of mass frame they will essentially have no transverse momentum in the laboratory. Therefore, 
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'«8 <.«(%) w(%) 

el«ctron 

muon 

6.0 

4.9 

3.6 

4.1 

lepton 10.9 3.8 

1 Kion 

i K u n i 

35 0 

2.6 

10.2 

2.7 

Kaoiu 

kton and not Icpton 

37.6 

33.8 

9.7 

10.1 

sum 44.7 9.3 

Table 3: The tagging efficiency with leptoa», kaoos and their combination < t« ( and the wrong tagging 
probability w. 

the time information is obtained by observing the B verticei and measuring their spatial separation along 
the z direction: 

A* = -Y'jffc&t + -n'Feeoêê'iU + l s ) , (51) 

where At = t\ — t% and c is the velocity of light, 

7, /? define the boost of the T(4S) in the laboratory frame. 

7*,0" define the boost of the B mesons in the T rest frame, with f* =0.065,0" as 1. 

8' is the polar angle of the B in the T rest frame. 

This measurement relies on the tracking detector performances but is also part of the characteristics of the 
collider as we will see. 

• Boost optimisation. In an ideal world a large boost would lead to an easier measurement for Ar 
since ir(Ai)/ < Ar > will be negligible. However besides the technical difficulties for the collider, the 
acceptance will be decreased significantly for a given solid angle because particles will move closer to 
the beam direction. Fig. 8 shows the degradation of the resolution on sir (2*) as function of the high 
energy beam £ „ , M assuming different values for the resolution on A* [51). From this figure one sees 
that Em„ ranging from 8 to 9 GeV is safe enough, with little influence if the tracking resolution. 
This range covers effectively the different proposals of B Factories [43-45]. Similarly a small increase 
(< 5%) of the error on sin (2*) is expected with a beam pipe radius of 4 cm instead of 2.5 cm [?0]. 

• Az measurement. For each event in which one B meson has been fully reconstructed, we measure the 
B vertex position with a fitting procedure using all charged tracks belonging to its decay. As noticed 
earlier this vertex lies near the z axis, so that the z coordinate can be deduced to a good approximation 
from the vertex position. The basic problem concerns the determination of the position of the second 
B vertex. Here one may follow a method independent of the tagging [49). The fitted vertex of the 
reconstructed B candidate defines the origin of a * B track". A vertex finder algorithm is then applied 
with the remaining tracks and the "B track". In 80% of the events a unique vertex is found, while 19% 
have two vertices. For the single vertex sample, the corresponding coordinates are identified to the 
second B vertex position. When several vertices are found we use the one which lies on the "B track" 
if there is no ambiguity, otherwise vertices are ordered along the direction of the high energy benm 
and the first one along that direction is taken. The difference between the measured and generated 
Az distribution (reconstructed vertex - tagging vertex) is shown in Fig. 9. The resolution obtained 
is 65 pm. 
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Figure 9: Resolution on Az. 

3.3 Asymmetry measurements and sensitivity to CP violation 
It has been chown in Section 2 that the 0-decay modes useful to observe CP violation can be classified in 
two categories: those for which the final states are flavour specific to the decaying B and those which are 
not. 

S.S.I FUvour-apecific final sMt 

For this category of events one does not need any tagging as the observed mode is self-tagging. The time 
measurement is not necessary for the class of events revealing Direct CP violation. For the other class which 
involves B'~B* mixing, a time-dependent measurement may be done but CP violation could also be observed 
from integrated decay rates. 

• CP violation due to mixing. As seen in Section 2.1 these CP violating effects can be observed by 
a simple comparison between the number of positive and negative like-sign lepton pairs [Eq. (11)]. 
We can estimate the number of B*B~* events required to measure an asymmetry at the 3<r level. The 
sample sue is JV = NBgBr7e'r/2, where Br = 20% is the semi-leptonic branching ratio. Taking 
e == 50% for the high-energy lepton efficiency and the mixing ratio r = x£/(2 + z^) ~ 0.18, we get 
NBB X 10VAa, w n e « ^ i» the asymmetry to be measured. Unfortunately since this asymmetry is 
predicted to be very small, at the 10" s level [Eq. (16)], ffBa =: 10 1 0 is needed. 

• Direct CP violation. For a given a number of produced 3~B at the T(4S), CP violation is established 
by measuring an asymmetry between the B -» / and ~E -+j decay rates, where / is the CP conjugate of 
the final state / . Charged B mesons are the most practical candidates but B* may be used as well (e.g. 
B* —• K+*~). We show in Table 4 some final states with their expected branching fraction (21,51], 
the range of the estimated asymmetry and the corresponding experimental sensitivity at 3t7 level for 
100 / s - 1 integrated luminosity. 
Assuming A — 1%, the number of B'B needed to observe CP violation at the Ztr level is NBg = 
9104/Brt. If we suppose Brt 2 10"*, then about 1 0 u B'B events bave to be produced! On the other 
hand, the observation of a large asymmetry (say > 20%) would be the signal of new physics. 

Measuring CP violation with Savour-specific final states does not present any particular technical prob
lems. The difficulty is due to the very small asymmetries that are expected and therefore a large number of 
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Modes Branching 

fr&ction 

Expected 

«symmetry ( 1 0 0 / » - ' ) 

fl± - T V ~10"« (0.1-1.)* > 3 0 * 

B* — K*»* ~io-« (0.-10.)% >10% 

fl* — * • * » • ~io-« (0.-10.)% >6% 

Bi - K V ~io-« (1.-10.)* >6% 

B* — K±K" ~io-« (1.-10.)% >30% 

Table 4: Example* of final statu sensitive to direct CP violation. 

BB~ events it ueceaaary. Nevertheleai probing CP non-conservation with these final state* is very important 
as it can give evidence for direct CP violation and/or could indicate new physics. Finally one should re
member that measurements of direct CP violation will not translate easily to the measurement of the angles 
a,0 or i because of the final-state interactions. 

3.3-t No* fl*vow-*ftcific fintl tUit 

As discussed in Section 2.3, for this category of events CP-violation can be established by comparing the 
decay rates of B* ind ~E* mesons to a common final state / once the nature of the second B is tagged by 
its decay into a flavour-specific state. The most obvious candidates are those where / are CP eigenstates 
ifcp)- CP-violating effects can be determined following two methods: 

1. by measuring an asymmetry between the time integrated number of events n+ = ni + n% and n_ s 
Si + nj as given in Table 5. 

B ' ( < i ) - / i . „ B ( < i ) - / c i > ï î ( < l ) - / i . „ B ( « J ) - / c P 

i l = tj - ti •> 0 " i ni 

Al = (j - ti < 0 ni n j 

Table S: Event rates for Sep final states. 

The integrated asymmetry is then [see also (35)]: 

A = " - " " + stftd sin (24), (52) 
n_ + n+ 

where d H xj/1 + x\ c- 0.47 is the dilution factor for B% mesons. 

2. by simultaneously fitting the Az distributions for the two samples *»+ and n_ [52]. A 20% smaller 
measurement error is achieved for sin (24) with this method. 

Decays to CP-eigenstates are not the only class of interesting events. Non CP-eigenstates can be used 
with a slightly more complicated analysis. Those events can be separated in two classes. In the first class, the 
final state* are made of a CP self-conjugate collection of quarks (see Section 2.3.2); an example is given by 
the p*** final states [37]. As for fCp, a global fit of the time-dependent distribution* allows one to extract 
stn (24) [Eq. (40)] up to a four-fold ambiguity due to final-atate interaction*. The second class of events 
contains the modes in which different partial waves contribute with différent CP parity, like B% -» JjifrK'*. 
Here, one has to carry out an angular analysis in order to sort out the various CP contributions. Details on 
the measurement procedure can be found in [33,34]. 
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All these measurements rely on a good tagging efficiency (~ 40%) and a precise vertex detection as 
expected with the proposed detector [< Az >/<r(Az) > 3]- In some cases, a clean measurement of the angles 
of the unitary triangle requires to separate the contributions from different decay amplitudes. For example in 
d — TIT, the measurement of a may be spoiled by the contribution of the penguin amplitude. Theoretically, 
the problem can be overcome by doing an isospin analysis with the use of the decays B\ —* x+r~, B% —• x°r0, 
fl* — ir+ir* and their CP conjugates (see Section 2.3.3). In [49], such an analysis has been performed to 
study its feasibility. Assuming an integrated luminosity of 100 / a - 1 it U found that, if the penguin diagrams 
dominate in the r"r* mode (the spectator diagram is colour-suppressed), an upper limit of 0.22 can be set 
on the ratio of the penguin amplitude to the spectator one. This corresponds to a limit on the branching 
fraction 0r(BJ(7Ç) — »*x*) < 10"* at 95% confidence level. The uncertainty on sin 2o will suffer from the 
limited measurement accuracy on the tsoep'm amplitudes At, and Aa and their relative phase, which reflects 
by a 60% increase on the error <r(sin 2u) with a value of 0.16. 

In Table 6, the expected number of events belonging to the classes mentioned above are given for an 
integrated luminosity of 100 / 6 ~ l . 

Modes Branching 

fraction 

Overall 

efficiency 

N éventa 

100 /»"' 

B/S measured 

quantity 

JI*KS 4 x 10-» 3.0% ~ 1180 10-» «in 2/3 

X..*J 1 x 10- 3 0.6» • 620 io- s sin 20 

*'KS 9 x 10"* 0.7% ~600 0.1 sin 20 

D*D* 5 x 10-' 0.4% ~200 10 sin 20 

I + T - 2 x HT 5 29% ~640 0.1 sin 2a 

P*** 6 x ID-* 19.% ~ 1160 0.3 sin 2a 

°f** 6 x HT 1 8.8% ~520 0.5 sin 2a 

CT*DT 2 x 10"3 0.2% ~420 0.3 sin 2/3 

UWST" 4 x 10"1 1.3% ~500 io- 2 sin 20 

*'KS*' 2 x 10-" 0.3% ~ 6 0 0.1 sin 20 

D-±sr* 2 x 10- ' 0.2% - 4 2 0 10"' sin 20 

P*P- 5 x 10" s 8.4% - 4 2 0 10 sin 2a 

Table 6: Expected number of reconstructed and tagged events for measuring a and 0. The overall efficiency 
includes the reconstruction efficiency, the tagging efficiency as well as the branching fraction for the studied 
mode. B/S is the ratio of the background over the signal. 

3,3,3 Luminosity requirement 

The resolution on sin {2*) obtained from the fit of the time dependent distributions is given by [37]: 

' ' ( , i" ( 2* ) ) " d ' i l - 2 U ? 1 + 'NB'S **>{*'i**1*)} l 1 " 1 - 0 ^ 2 *»] • ("» 
where C = (1 + Ax\)/2x\ (~ 3 for B$), d is a dilution factor for non CP-eigenstates, w is the fraction 
of B~& with a wrong tagged B meson. The rejection factor n, is due to the shape difference between the 
&z distribution of the background events (B) and the signal events (S). It depends on the Ar resolution 
and is sw 0.20 for the continuum «79 background. Finally N is the total number of selected BE and the 
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exponential faci. : accounts for loss in resolution due to finite vertex resolution, expressed in unit of Lut-
(ri = o-(Ax)/<C|«. 2: 0.3. This factor corresponds t o a - 4.6% correction. We give in Tables 7 and 8 the 
expected errors on sin2a and sin2/3 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb~x [45]. 

Modes J/*Ks 
t>'Ks 

XtiKs 

D-+D* All 

d 1 1 0.7 

r(sin2/3) 0.045 0.122 0.105 0.040 

N.„/H-' 26.0 3.6 4.8 34.4 

Table 7: Expected errors on iin2/9 . 

Modes «•+»• - />*** 
< • ? * * 

P"f- All 

d i 1 0.7 

<r(sin2a) 0.091 0.062 0.161 0.049 

".////»-' 6.4 14.1 2.1 22.6 

Table 8: Expected errors on sin 2a . 

Let us define an effective number of events JV«//, for each decay channel and per /fr' 1 (Tables 7 , 8): 

The minimum luminosity needed in order to observe CP violation at the level of * standard deviations is 

r- C l « 5 ! 

With a top mass of 140 GeV, the combined fit of the CKM parameters obtained by Ali and London [S3], 
gives iin2j9 = 0.27 (0.59) and sin 2a = 0.67 (0.76) for fB*/B~B - 135 (200) MeV*. Taking these values, 
an integrated luminosity of 20 /«~ l (about 8 months of running at an asymmetric B factory with a peak 
luminosity of 3 x lO^cm"1**"1) would be need-d to measure sin 20 4- ° »t the 3<r level if sin 20 = 0.27, while 
a rather modest luminosity of 4 to 5 / 6 ~ l would be sufficient to probe all the others fitted values. However, 
being very conservative, the measurement of the minimum possible value for sin20 (> 0.1) would require an 
integrated luminosity of 140 / 6 _ l using all the decay channels studied in Table* 7 and 8. 

Amongst the three angles of the unitarity triangle, the angle 7 is the most difficult to measure at an 
asymmetric B factory. A promising method involves the decay*_of the Bj meson into DfK^'-' or Di'^K*. 
Since the energy for the T(4S) is below the threshold of Ba,B* production, one needs to run at the T(5S). 
Unfortunately the cross section for the B* production is about Q.lnh [~ 10 times smaller than the flj 
production rate at the T(4S)]. Therefore one is led to study the decays B\ -+ D*Ks or B± -* &K* following 

lA biff* valne around 180 - 200 MeV U obtained in nuiiy all modem calculations. Trnw the aecond solution, which leads 
to bifger CP asymmetries, should be preferred-
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the methods discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.4. Because the branching fractions for these decay modes are 
expected to be of the order of 1Q~S and since one needs to observe the D" decay into CP eigenstates to extract 
7, the statistics for the interesting events will be rather limited with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb~l. À 
study has been tarried out in more detail for the KEK project [46]. Their conclusion is that the angle 7 can be 
determined with an accuracy of 25* over a wide range of values of 7 if the difference Ain the strong phase [Eqs. 
(45) to (47)] is relatively high (> 55») and if the ratio of the amplitudes \A(B^ — D*ffs)l/|A(flJ —TF/Cs)! 
is larger than 0.25. A better preciaon of about 15* or leas can be achieved by studying the charged B meson 
decays to the extend that jA(fl+ - D*K+)\f\A{B+ — D*tf + ) | is sufficiently large (> 0.2). However, 
this last condition may not be fulfilled because the amplitude B¥ —• D*K* is colour suppressed whereas 
the B+ -* 75*iV+ amplitude is not. Therefore the ratio of the amplitudes is presumably < 0.1 and the 
uncertainty on the angle 7 may well be twice as large. 

4 CP violation beyond the Standard Model 

The study of CP violation in the B meson system provides an important tool to search for physics beyond 
the SM. Indeed, some of the extensions of the SM contain new sources of CP violation thus leading to 
prédiction* for CP asymmetries in B decays which differ from thoae of the SM [54]. 

4.1 Introducing new quarks 
We consider a simple extension [55] of the SM where, in addition to the three standard generations of quarks, 
there are charge-^- $(/(2)*.-singlet quarks. The addition of isosinglet quarks to the SM provides a possible 
connection [56] between CP breaking at a high-energy scale and the observed CP violation at low energies 
and, furthemorc, it give* a simple solution to the strong-CP problem [57,58]. The most salient implications 
of this class of models for B physics stem from the fact that, with the introduction of isosinglet quarks, 
there are ^-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) and deviations from unitarity in the CKM 
matrix. For simplicity, let us assume that there is only one charge-^ isosinglet quark and choose the weak 
basis where the up quark» are diagonal. Then the charged-current mixing matrix is just a 3 x 4 submatrix of 
the 4-dimensional unitary matrix U which diagonalizes the down quarks. The charged-current interactions 
can be written: 

Cw = -Z= [un Via 7" dLa W+ + A.c], (56) 

where Vio -Via, with i = l , - - , 3 a n d o = 1.---.4. 
The neutral-current interactions ate given by: 

£z = j ^ T ["" V "'< - z°> 'd<-' •? d " " ™' '» •'-I *»• (") 

where 
ZaS = <V>VU = S., - U;aUtf. (58) 

It is clear from (58) that FCNC are closely connected to deviations from unitarity in the CKM matrix. More 
explicitly, one has: 

v;„v„, + v;dvc, + v,;v„ = zit, 

W i + v;x> + v,;v,4 = z,,. (59) 

v;>v,d + v;tva + v,;v l d = zu. 

Ill Biferimnttl reslncdoiu o« FCNC 
It is well known that FCNC couplings are strongly constrained by experiment. For example, Z-exchange 
contributes at tree level to the K*-Ka transition, and thus the size oE the KL~KS mass difference puts a limit 
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on |Re(Zrf*)|, while the CP-violating parameter C/c leads to a limit on |[m(£tf t)|. Altogether one has [59]: 

| R * ( 2 < . , ) l < 2 . 4 x l O - \ 

\lm(Zé,)\ < min{6.4. x 1 0 " \ 1.3 x 1 0 " 9 / | R * ( ^ ) | } • 

On the other hand, 2 M and Z,* are constrained by a recent experimental search [60] for the decays B — 
Xp+ft- by the UA1 collaboration, which has led to the upper bound Br{B -* Xfi^fA~) < 5.0 x 10" s. In 
the SM, this ratio is predicted [61] to be Br(B -* Xp+p ) es (6-8) x 10~ a, thus one order of magnitude 
smaller than the present limit. From the UA1 upper bound one derives the limits [62]: 

I z \ \z \ 

~\< 0.029, — < 0.029. (61) 
Vck I " I Va | 

We wîïi see next that, in spite of the stringent bounds of (61), FCNC can contribute significantly to B'-~B° 
mixing, and thus lead to predictions for CP asymmetries in B decays which are significantly different from 
those of the SM. 

4. II CP asymmetries in B* decays 

Let us assume that the off diagonal element of the B*-B° system is modified by a factor A», as a result of 
a new contribution from physics beyond the SM: 

Af,2 = Mf^A», (< = 4 « ) , (62) 

where M[J is the SM box-diagram contribution. Obviously, the new contribution will affect the predicted 
CP asymmetries. We will restrict the discussion to decays into CP self-conjugate final states and, moreover, 
we will assume that all amplitudes contributing to the decay have the same CKM phase. In this case, the 
CP-odd asymmetry is given by: 

r i f ! ^ « I r / T g ~ * f t = */*in(AM0sin(2* + argA l f ) s Vf s in(AA/t>(/) , (63) 

where $ is tne SM nhase defined in (31). 
There are two possible sources which may change the SM prediction: 

(i) The presence of the phase arg A* (, wich determines the deviation from the box-diagram contribution. 
It is possible to incorporate different new-physics contributions for B°d and B°, if arg A»j jt arg A»,. 

(ii) Although the expression for • is the one given by the SM, its actual numerical v<*lue may differ from 
the SM prediction. This is due to the fact that models beyond the SM allow in general for a different 
range of CKM matrix elements. 

In the model under consideration the new contribution to the A*9 = 2 effective Hamiltonian arises from 
Z-exchange tree graphs. One readily obtains [62]: 

A*f = l + r fe"'*«, (64) 

''•^5il*|- *• = - [ * ] • (65) 

Here, v = a/(4rsin 30ty) And £'(z») is the Inami-I.im (19] function for the SM top-quark box diagram [see 
Eq. (12)]. For m, = 140 GeV, one has v F f a ) = -0.0046. 
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The experimental value of B%-B% mixing fixes the allowed range for the product \Vtd Vth^\^id\, through 
the relation 

|V"Kj|3|A"1=[cp^spd ^nwkrr m 

where we have followed the standard notation. For a given value of rj, 0u, one obtains argAu, |A»<i| from 
(64), and then (66) fixes the allowed range of |VuV(*|. 

It is convenient to consider two distinct cases of interest in the study of CP asymmetries: 
(a) r, » 1. Z-exchange gives the dominant contribution to B*-B* mixing. 

(t>) r f es 1. Z-exchange and box diagrams give comparable contributions to flj-flj mixing. 

Figure 10: The unitarity quadrangle in the B\ sector. 

At this stage it should be pointed out that the bounds of (61), together with the quadrangular relations 
of Eqs. (59), imply [62] that in the case of B\ the dominant contribution to the mixing may arise from 
Z-exchange while in the case of B°, Z-exchange can at most compete with the box-diagram contribution. 
Case (o) was studied in ref. [59], where it was shown that the CP asymmetries a(JI^Ks), a()r+»~) no 
longer measure the angles 8 and a, as it happens in the SM, but the angles 01, a' defined by Fig. 10, where 
a geometrical interpretation of (59) is given. Case (6) is move involved and it was studied in ref, [62]. The 
main point is that even for relatively small values of r f (i.e. non-dominant contribution from the Z-exchange 
diagrams) the prediction for the CP asymmetries can differ substantially from those of the SM. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 11 wbere we have plotted the regions in rj, Bu space where the model predicts the sign of 
the asymmetry a(J/il>Ks) to be opposite to the one predicted in the SM. 

Recently, it has been pointed out [63,64] that in the SM there is a strong correlation between the CP-
violating asymmetries in the decays ÀJ -* J/^Ks and B\ — » + T " , leading to a very restricted allowed 
region for these asymmetries. The study of these correlations is thus a powerful tool to test for new physics, 
since models beyond the SM may give drastically different correlations. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 where 
the correlations for a{J/i{rKs), a{x+r~) are given for the SM, the superweak model, and the model with an 
isosinglet quark. 

Although we have considered the appearance of FCNC within the context of a specific extension of tbe 
SM, it is clear from our discussion that most of our analysis is model-independent and illustrates the great 
impact that FCNC may have on B physics. The measurement of CP asymmetries in B-meson decays can 
either provide experimental evidence for the couplings Z%t, Z%t, or put stringent bounds on them. 

4.2 Introducing more Higgs doublets 

If one extends the SM by introducing more than one Higgs doublet, it is possible to have CP violation 
mediated by scalar exchange [65]. With more than one Higgs doublet, scalar couplings to fermions m 
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Figure 11: The regions of rj, BM space where: (a) the model with FCNC predicts a{Jf$Ks) to be negative, 
thus contradicting the SM prediction; (6) the model with FCNC predicts a(J/iJ>Ks) with the same sign as 
the SM prediction; (c) the unitary quadrangle does not close- For this figure the values m* = 140 GeV, 
\Vud\ = 0.9744, IV^I/IV^I = 0.1, \Ved\ = 0.204, and S/ÏÏ^TB - 0-3 GeV were used. 

general no longer conserve flavour. If one implements natural flavour conservation (NFC) in the Higgs sector 
through an extra symmetry of the Lagrangian [66), then one needs three Higgs doublets in order to have 
spontaneous-CP violation [67]. In this case, the CKM matrix is real and CP violation arises only from 
Higgs exchange [67]. On the other hand, if one does not require NFC in the Higgs sector, one can have 
spontaneous-CP violation with just two Higgs doublets. In this class of models there will be in general 
two sources of CP violation: the usual CKM mechanism, and flavour-changing neutral Higgs interactions 
ut^ributing at tree level to superweak-type AS = 2 and AB = 2 transitions. This is a simple realization of a 
general scenario, wliere one assumes that the decay amplitudes are correctly given by the SM, but there may 
be new physics contributing to the off-diagonal matrix elements in the K°-K" and B"-Ba mass matrices. 
The implications of this hypothesis for B physics were recently analyzed by Soares and Wolfenstein [63), who 
have considered various possibilities for adding the SM and superweak-type contributions. One possibility 
is the one proposed in the original superweak interaction, where there is a new CP-violatiag contribution to 
Mia in the Kp sector, but no superweak contribution in the B* system. In this case, the main impact of the 
new contribution is to relax the constraint on n derived from the experimental value of \SK\- This in turn 
has an important effect on correlations between the a(J/^>Ks) and a(»+5r") asymmetries, which can differ 
drastically [63] from those predicted by the SM. Another possibility which was considered in [63], is having 
a new contribution to the real part of Mu in the B* sector. This is analogous to the situation considered in 
Section 4.1, within the context of models with isosinçlet quarks. Again important departures from the SM 
predictions can arise [63]. 

4.3 Supersymmetry 

In the minimal supersymmetric (SUSY) model [68,69] (i.e.,the one which emerges from the low-energy 
limit of the minima) JV = 1 supergravity theory) the superbox diagrams give new contributions to B°-TF 
mixing, but the weak couplings contain the same CKM factors, namely Vt\ Vu, V# Vu. As a result, the SM 
predictions for CP asymmetries are not modified. However, if one considers non-minimal SUSY extensions, 
then significant departures from the SM predictions can arise [70]. 
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Figure 12: a(x +ir~) versus a{J/i>Ks) for r< = 0.6. Several values o(6u are explicitly indicated. The solid 
line gives the predictions of the model with FCNC with the choice of central values for the parameters and 
m« = U0 GeV. The dashed line gives the superweak prediction and the dotted line encloses the allowed 
region in the SM, as obtained in [63], when the penguin contribution to a(*jr) is considered. 

5 Summary 
The SM naturally incorporâtes a mechanism to generate CP violation. With three fermion generations, the 
most general form of the CKM quark-mixing matrix contains a single phase, which should be at the origin 
of all CP-violstion phenomena in electroweak interactions. So far, this explanation is in agreement with 
the known experimental observations. The SM makes very specific predictions for CP asymmetries in B 
mesons, which are directly related to the angles of the unitarity triangle whose sides are already constrained 
by independent data. However, the conecteness of the CKM mechanism cannot be established with present 
data. We still don't know whether the observed violation of the CP symmetry in the decay of neutral kaons 
has its origin in the À5 = 1 charged-current vertex, as expected in the SM, or if it is a specific property 
of the neutral kaons due to some unknown A5 = 2 interaction (superweak scenario). Like fermion masses 
and quark-mixing angles, the origin of the CKM phase lies in the most obscure part of the SM Lagiangian: 
the scalar sector. Obviously, CP violation could well be a sensitive probe for new physics beyond the 
SM. Indeed, there are simple extensions of the SM which may have drastically different values for the CP 
asymmetries and their correlations than those predicted by the minimal SM. If the experimental value of 
these CP asymmetries were to show that there is need for physics beyond the SM, then the identification of 
its source would require some further experimental evidence like the discovery of non-minimal SUSY or the 
detection of either Z-mediated or Higgs-mediated flavour-changing neutral currents. Needless to say, either 
one of the above possibilities is extremely interesting. 

With only two generations, the quark-mixing mechanism cannot give rise to CP violation. This implies 
strong constraints on the SM predictions: for CP violation to occur in a particular process, all three gen
erations are required to play an active role. Moreover, all CKM-matrix elements must be non-zero and the 
quarks of a given charge must be non-degenerate in mass. If any of these conditions were not satisfied, the 
CKM phase could be rotated away by a redefinition of the quark fields; therefore, CP-violation effects are 
necessarily proportional to the product of all CKM angles, and should vanish in the limit where any two 
(equal-charge) quark-masses are taken to be equal [71]. 

According to the SM mechanism, the decays of b quarks should be An ideal ground to study CP violation. 
In contrast to the known kaon system, where the necessary presence of the third quark generation requires 

- ' ' • ' 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' • ' ' 1 ' ' • J < 
rd=<xo „ W 

l--:<CSïM 
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higher-order loops, e decays involve the three quark families already at tree level (nevertheless, loop effects 
are still needed to generate fl*-B* mixing or final-slate-interaction phases). In both cases (» and 6), differ
ences of rates that signal CP violation are proportional to the small product AaA*n, but the corresponding 
asymmetries (difference / sum) are much bigger in b decay because the decay widths involve smaller CKM 
elements (|V e t | 3 or |Va| J « |V„| a). 

The SM mechanism of CP violation predicts many (and sizeable) CP-odd effects in the B meson system. 
Similarly to the kaon sector, the quantitative predictions are usually uncertain, owing to the not so-well 
understood long-distance strong-interaction dynamics. This is certainly the case in flavour-specific decays. 
Nevertheless, the experimental observation of a non-xero CP-violating asymmetry in any self-tagging decay 
mode (in t>* decays for instance) would be a major achivement, as it would clearly establish the existence 
of a direct CP violation mechanism in the decay amplitudes. 

The B*-H* system offers a much better situation for a quantitative analysis. CP violation effect* associ
ated with AB = 2 transitions are predicted to be very tiny in theSM. Thus, the observation of an asymmetry 
(at the percent level) between the number of positive and negative like-sign lepton pairs produced in the 
process e + e~ — B*B* — l*t*X would be a clear indication for new physics (72]. Moreover, assuming the 
SM to be correct, the interplay between the B'-TF mixing and direct CP-violation amplitudes results to 
sizeable CP-violating asymmetries, which are amenable to a fair theoretical treatment. Decays to CP self-
conjugate states, for instance, generate CP-odd asymmetries which are free of final-state strong-interactions 
effects, if only one weak amplitude is relevant, Thus, in some decay modes the CP-odd signals can be directly 
translated into a clean measurement of the CKM parameters. 

The unitarity of the CKM matrix implies strong constraints in the different quark-mixing matrix elements. 
This is better visualized through the so-called unitarity triangle shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of CP 
violation, rj = 0, and the triangle would squeeze to a line along the real axis. The existence of a complex phase 
in the CKM matrix can be inferred from pure CP-conserving measurements (assuming they are accurate 
enough, which is not the case at present) of the three triangle sides. As extensively shown in this report, the 
observation of CP-violating asymmetries with neutral B*-B* mesons, would allow to independently measure 
the three angles of the triangle, providing an overconstrained determination of the CKM matrix. If the 
measured sides and angles turn out to be consistent with a geometrical triangle, we would have a beautiful 
test of the CKM unitarity, providing strong support to the SM mechanism of CP violation. On the contrary, 
any deviation from a triangle shape would be a clear proof that new physics is needed in order to understand 
the CP-violating phenomena. 

A high luminosity asymmetric B factory would allow to explore in detail the sector of the quark mixing 
and CP violation. Besides the precise measurements of the CKM matrix elements, the very large number of 
detected B mesons will provide the opportunity to observe CP violation with many different B decay modes 
allowing thus to measure consistently the various angles of the unitarity triangle. The Standard Model could 
then be tested in its most unsatisfactory sector - namely the sector of the quark mass generation and mixing. 
Large surprises may well be discovered, possibly giving the first hints of new physics. The prospects to 
explore this outstanding physic* program at an asymmetric B factory has been studied in this report and 
we conclude that such a facility would clearly be a very adequate and useful tool for covering very widely 
this exciting physics program. 
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